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Abstract—We report the study and development of a high-
performance coherent-population trapping (CPT)-based Cs 
vapor cell atomic clock using the push-pull optical pumping 
(PPOP) technique. An original dual-frequency sub-Doppler 
spectroscopy technique, allowing the detection of high-contrast 
sub-Doppler absorption spikes, has allowed to improve the laser 
frequency stabilization by about one order of magnitude. The 
clock was operated and characterized in detail in both the 
continuous and pulsed (Ramsey-CPT) regimes, demonstrating in 
each case a short-term fractional frequency stability at the level 
of about 2 10-13 τ-1/2 up to 100 s integration time. The clock 
performances are currently limited by laser power effects. This 
CPT clock, with high potential for modest size and power 
consumption, ranking among the best microwave vapor cell 
atomic frequency standards, could find applications in 
telecommunication, instrumentation, defense or next-generation 
satellite-based navigation systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Microwave rubidium vapor-cell atomic clocks are today 
ubiquitous timing devices used in numerous fields of industry 
including instrumentation, telecommunications or satellite-
based navigation systems. Their success is explained by their 
ability to demonstrate excellent short-term fractional 
frequency stability at the level of 10-11, combined with a small 
size, weight, power consumption and a relatively modest cost. 
Over the last decade, the use of advanced atom interrogation 
techniques (including pulsed Ramsey spectroscopy) using 
narrow-linewidth semiconductor lasers has conducted to the 
development in laboratories of high-performance new-
generation vapor cell frequency standards [1].  

In this domain, clocks based on coherent population 
trapping (CPT) have revealed to be promising alternative 
candidates [2]. In the frame of the Mclocks European project, 
we have developed a “still-in-progress” high-performance 
CPT-based Cs vapor cell atomic clock. This clock is based on 
the use of an optimized CPT pumping scheme, firstly proposed 
by Happer’s group [3] and named push-pull optical pumping 
(PPOP), allowing the detection of high-contrast CPT 
resonances on the magnetic-field insensitive clock transition 
[4,5]. The latter can be combined to a pulsed interrogation 
regime to allow the detection of high-contrast and narrow 
Ramsey-CPT fringes, exhibiting a greatly reduced sensitivity 
to laser power-induced frequency shift effects. This clock has 

recently demonstrated a short-term fractional frequency 
stability of 2.2 10-13 τ-1/2 up to τ = 100 s integration time, 
comparable for short-term with performances of best vapor cell 
frequency standards. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Figure 1 shows the CPT clock architecture.  
 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the Cs CPT clock. 

This clock combines a distributed feedback (DFB) diode laser 
tuned on the Cs D1 line (894.6 nm),  a Mach-Zehnder electro-
optic modulator (MZ EOM) driven by a local oscillator at 
4.596 GHz for optical sidebands generation, an acousto-optic 
modulator for laser power stabilization, laser frequency shift 
and pulsed interaction, and a Michelson-based polarization 
orthogonalizer and delay-line system to produce the PPOP 
scheme. The output laser beam is sent into a buffer-gas filled 
(N2-Ar, 15 Torr) 5-cm long and 2-cm diameter Cs cell-based 
atomic resonator. The laser frequency is stabilized using a 
dual-frequency Doppler-free spectroscopy set-up by sending 
and reflecting back the EOM output laser light into a reference 
evacuated Cs cell under null magnetic field. We have recently 
discovered that the saturated absorption scheme used with a 
dual-frequency laser could lead under appropriate conditions 
to a significant sign reversal of the usual Doppler-free dip, 
yielding a deep enhanced-absorption spike. The latter, shown 
on Fig. 2, was used to reduce the laser frequency instability at 
a level lower than 2 10-12 at 1 s averaging time [6,7]. 



 

Fig. 2. High-contrast absorption spikes used for laser frequency stabilization. 

In the pulsed regime, atoms interact with a sequence of optical 
CPT pulses. The typical pumping time is 1.1 ms while the free-
evolution time of atoms in the dark is about 3 ms. 

III.  RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows typical clock resonance signals in both 
continuous and pulsed regimes, in their respective optimal 
conditions. In the CW regime, the laser power incident in the 
cell is about 270 µW, yielding a CPT linewidth of 538 Hz and 
a contrast of 32%. In the pulsed regime, with a laser power of 
850 µW, the central fringe linewidth is 134 Hz for a contrast 
of 17%.  

 
Fig. 3. Clock resonance signals in CW and pulsed regimes. 

Figure 4 shows the current clock short-term frequency 
stability in both cases. The latter is measured at the level of 
2.1 and 2.3 10-13 τ-1/2 up to 100 s integration time in CW and 
pulsed regimes respectively. It has to be noted that, at time of 
abstract submission, laser power stabilization was applied in 
the CW regime but not in the pulsed case. A detailed noise 
budget was performed, demonstrating that the clock frequency 
stability is limited to date by the laser AM-FM noise process 
in the CW regime and by the laser AM-AM noise in the 
pulsed case. Details will be reported at the conference [8]. 
Studies are under progress to improve the clock mid-term 

stability. Latest results and perspectives of this work will be 
reported at the conference. 

 
Fig. 4. Clock short-term fractional frequency stability in CW and pulsed 
regimes. 
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